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CLIMATE EMERGENCY
We need to enact the Green New Deal to
reshape our economy and our world. We also
must hold politicians funded by fossil fuel
companies accountable.

WOMEN’S RIGHTS
We need to protect abortion rights and
strengthen our commitment to gender
equality, guaranteed paid family leave, repeal
SESTA/FOSTA, and decriminalize sex work.
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HOMELESSNESS & AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Housing is a human right. We must enact
Housing First policies to end our homelessness crisis. In addition, Medicare For
All and real living wages will help prevent
people becoming homeless. We need to
establish nationwide Universal Rent Control
and defend fair housing and provide true
mixed-income social housing.

ABOLISH ICE
We have a broken immigration system built
on structural and systemic racism. We need
to abolish ICE and dismantle immigrant
detention centers.
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MEDICARE FOR ALL
The U.S. needs a single-payer system. Healthcare is a human right—not a privilege.
A REAL LIVING WAGE
We need a minimum wage to support
working families that is tied to the cost of
living and allows for the ability to live on one
full-time job.
JOB GUARANTEE
Creating a job guarantee will eliminate
inflation and unemployment and will
ensure unemployment isn’t used to suppress
workers’ wages and rights.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM
It’s time to end the war on drugs; we must
expunge low-level and nonviolent drug convictions. We must ban for-profit prisons and
end fines as revenue. We need to demilitarize
and diversify the police, and provide independent citizen police review with the power to
override police union power.
LGBTQIA+ RIGHTS
It’s time we pass the Equality Act to protect
all LGBTQIA+ Americans in the workforce.

LEARN MORE
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JOIN US

BLACK LIVES MATTER
We need to develop restorative and racial
justice policies to help right the wrongs of
400 years of oppression.
RESTORE VOTING RIGHTS
We need to make vote by mail the national
standard, ban electronic voting systems, and
return to paper ballots with records. We need
to overturn felony disenfranchisement laws
and allow for international observers at all
elections.
CANCEL STUDENT DEBT
We need to cancel student debt and make
public higher education free. This will be a
great investment in our future.
GET MONEY OUT OF POLITICS
My campaign is not taking corporate money.
This should be the standard for all candidates. Money in politics and gerrymandering
reduce choice and accountability. We need to
ban corporate lobbying and establish publicly
financed campaigns.
STRENGTHEN AND PROTECT UNIONS
Unions fought for a 40-hour work week,
vacation days, and sick pay. As unions are
attacked, so too are workers’ rights. We need
to enact the PRO Act and strengthen unions
to combat the greed of those at the top.
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